DEBTS   AND   SETTLEMENTS
Italian Governments for their views, which explained the
delay in publication. The French Press, however, main-
tained its previous attitude to the facts. Almost at once the
German delegate, Herr Muller (who was also Chancellor of
the Reich) put the issue to the test by raising the question of
the Rhineland evacuation. He asked M. Briand whether
negotiations could not be opened. Briand's reply was that Ger-
many would have to make an offer. Lord Cushendun was
approached and associated himself fully with Briand. In
doing so he gave the lie to the sincerity of our laborious
efforts over years to mediate between Paris and Berlin. In
other proceedings of the Council, too, on Hungarian and
Balkan affairs, the impression was deepened that France and
Great Britain were working according to secret plan.
Cushendun once again protested our innocence in a speech
to the Assembly, and the American and French Press again
countered with revelations which showed the whole design
as an Anglo-French threat to American naval ratios.
America replied at the end of September to the Anglo-
French plan, rejecting it politely but firmly.
The Opposition fires were fanned by the symptoms of a
new orientation in our policy. The Labour Party saw in it a
repetition of the history of 1906—1914. MacDonald called it
diplomacy that was neither secret nor open but * tail out of
the bag' diplomacy. Finally on 2nd October the Govern-
ment published a White Paper which gave the details of the
Anglo-French negotiations. This was followed up by a mass
meeting at the Albert Hall to celebrate the tenth anniversary
of the foundation of the League of Nations Union—one of
the most spectacular demonstrations ever held by a non-party
organization in this country. Lord Grey presided, and Mr.
Baldwin was the chief speaker. The Prime Minister used
this great occasion to underline c No change! * The position
of impartiality and conciliation adopted at Locarno would
be maintained, and England had no idea of building battle-
ships against America. Lord Cushendun, however, the day
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